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19

years into the current century
the term 21st-century learning environment continues to encourage
debate and inspire change. While
modern curriculum emphasizes
collaboration, critical thinking,
and problem-based learning, those
concerned with the physical space
education takes place in strive
to create areas that are inclusive,
flexible, and most importantly engaging. When we examine the term
one cannot overlook the specific
use of the work environment and
noting how it takes attention off the
classroom. Indeed, we must start
conversations about educational
square footage instead of classroom
size. We apply this term holistically
across the whole campus looking
for how every square inch might

encourage engagement and further
the pedagogy of a given school.
In today’s schools, we see hallways
transformed into collaborative or
social spaces, extensions from the
traditional classroom. Soft goods
and whiteboards now replace
locker-lined walls. We watch as
media centers and libraries evolve
into unique study spaces and as
playgrounds transform into outdoor
educational areas. But what effect
has the modern era had on the dining spaces in our schools? How can
modernizing your cafeteria help inspire, direct, and engage? The same
way that modern classrooms are
changing to help students thrive in
the contemporary world, so might
the cafeteria come closer to echoing
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the experience students have grown
to expect in their non-academic life.
As one of the largest rooms on a
campus one should also consider
how that space can transform for
purposes outside of just feeding
students.
Traditional food service areas
filled with a set of large, folding,
cafeteria tables do well to service
the masses. These units can have
either a bench style or individual
style seating and are then easily
stored by folding in half while the
area is cleaned or, hopefully, used
for another purpose. Some newer
concepts in cafeteria tables take the
form of multi-function tables that
can perform not only as an eating
area but also as bench style event
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trash receptacles helps complete the
transformation.
These days your graphics can even be
incorporated into your dining furniture. Many manufacturers offer the
ability to inset graphic into table tops
and cut or etch logos into the backs
of chairs. You can play with enhanced color pallets selecting school
colors as table edge banding or seat
and chair colors creating a unitized
aesthetic. Imagine how this can boost
school spirit help foster a sense of
community.
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seating or impromptu testing area.
Flexible seating options contribute
to a dynamic space that is no longer
a one-trick-pony offering a more
significant return on investment
per square foot. Consider what this
re-imagined space can mean to a
community or its effectiveness for
extra-curricular activities.
Speaking of community, one cannot
overlook the cultural significance of
the spaces where we gather to eat.
Think of the typical house party.
Have you noticed how people congregate in the kitchen? Can you
imagine a party or social function
without some culinary tie? Food is
so fundamental to well-being that
Maslow places if firmly in the foundation of his hierarchy of needs. In
some school districts, the cafeteria
provided meal might be a student’s
only well rounded, and sometimes
hot, meal of the day. It is easy to see
why we should place importance on
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the dining experience.
By transforming our food service areas into spaces that mimic
off-campus options, many schools
find increased profitability. Foodservice directors know how essential
keeping kids on campus for lunch
is. The National School Lunch
Program provides funding to help
schools provide healthy meals to
their students. Depending on which
state you live in there might be local
participation as well. Simply put,
the more meals provided, the more
significant the federal, and possibly state, contribution. Changing
the campus dining experience can
help keep students hanging around
for lunch. Just a few bistro tables
and bar height stools might create
a more ‘Starbucks’ like experience.
Mix in some booths and tables, and
the kids might forget they are not at
the ‘Panera’ down the road. Including some graphics, signage, and

These changes, although seemingly insignificant, help transform
the humble cafeteria into a hub of
student cultural exchange. It can
compel students to stay on campus,
foster school spirit, create a sense of
community, create a revenue source
for the school, and help increase the
safety of students who might no longer feel the need to drive off campus
for lunch. The changing paradigm
of how a school addresses contemporary needs should not cater to just
one space. Looking at school dining
spaces with a new lens can contribute to a more substantial holistic and
inclusive school transformation.
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